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Detailed Case Study: Almington Street

Introduction: Room to Grow
Almington Street, N4, London

Founded in 2010 by Amos Goldreich, Amos Goldreich
Architecture is an award-winning architecture practice
delivering full-scale architectural services in close
collaboration with their clients.
This short case study documents the process from initial
sketch designs through to achieving practical completion
at our Almington Street Project.
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Our Process

Our architectural service is spread across ten project
phases that commence with listening to the clients needs
and conclude with aftercare:

1.

Listening to the Client

2.

Establishing the Brief

3.

Concept Design

4.

Design through 3D Models

5.

Planning & Permissions

6.

Interior and Detail Design

7.

Drawings for Tender and Construction

8.

On-site Project Management

9.

The Outcome

10.

Aftercare
The team at Amos Goldreich Architecture, from left to right: Joseph, Amos, Matthew and Alessandra
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1. Listening to Clients

At the outset of a project we listen carefully to our
clients by learning their lifestyle habits, understanding
their priorities, sometimes challenging them and never
imposing a one size fits all approach.
At Almington Sreet, the clients - Michael and Sarah, were a
young, professional family with a newborn baby.
More floorspace, light and storage was required to allow
the family to live confortably within their existing property.
Their budget was around £200,000 including VAT.
They lacked a proper dining space, and the kitchen was
very small and made daily life difficult. They loved the
period features of the existing property and wanted the
new proposal to compliment these.

Amos at a recent open-invitation client consultation at Alexandra Park Farmers Market
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2. Creating the Brief
Duration: 1-2 weeks

Following our initial conversations with Michael and Sarah,
as a team we decided the most appropriate solution
was to enlarge the home by 15 sqm via a side-return
extension.
We also agreed to use affordable materials throughout to
furnish the interior and create the storage required by a
growing family.

Our initial sketch presentations to the clients

As well as giving the family space to grow into, the new
extension would re-established the connection between
the house and garden, new glazed rear doors and
projecting bay window would create a visual link from the
front living room, through to the garden.
This would also enable the kitchen to open directly onto
the garden improving the usability of the space.
The family also required a new WC to the ground floor,
as well as a new utility room, and new access to their
basement.
The new storage space would be achieved by added a
concealed wardrobes, built into the wall of the living room,
to provide much-needed storage for coats and shoes.
At this stage, a detailed measured survey was also
commisioned, enabling us to make detailed architectural
plans and models later in the project.
The existing kitchen and dining space
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The existing rear elevation
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3. Concept Design

garden

garden

garden

kitchen/
dining

kitchen/
dining

kitchen/
dining

Duration: 1-2 weeks

Once the brief had been agreed, we put together three
layout options and cost guides against each to present to
Michael and Sarah.

playroom

This was an important exercise that empowered them to
have control over the directions of both the design and
their budget.

reception
room

playroom

playroom

reception
room

reception
room

At Almington Street, our starting point was hand-drawn
sketched plans and 3D drawings showing key elements of
the proposal and its relationship to the brief.
Sketch showing the overal
ambition for the project

Sketch view to the garden
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Option 1

Option 2

Option 3

Sketch view to the playroom, with recpetion room beyond
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4. Design through 3D Models
Duration: 3-4 weeks

Following feedback on the sketch proposals, we produced
3D drawings and models. This was particularly useful
when designing the side return glazed roof, projecting bay
window and internal joinery.

3D section view of proposed extension

3D section view of proposed extension

These 3D models were then presenting to Michael and
Sarah which furthered their spatial understanding of the
project, enabling them to envisage how they would use
the kitchen and living space.

Axonometric diagram
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3D view of the kitchen and view to the garden
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5. Planning & Permissions
Duration: 8-10 weeks

BLOCK/SITE PLAN
AREA 90m x 90m
SCALE: 1:500 on A4
CENTRE COORDINATES:
530631 , 187089

SITE LOCATION PLAN
AREA 2 HA
SCALE: 1:1250 on A4
CENTRE COORDINATES:
530631 , 187089

NOTES:
This drawing is issued for information only.
All dimensions to be checked on site and any
discrepencies are to be raised
with the drawing issuer for clarification. Dimensions
are not to be scaled from this drawing. The
iformation shown on this drawing is subject to
measured surveys and structural engineer's
designs.

Amos Goldreich
Architecture

Studio 32
Bickerton House
25 Bickerton Road
London N19 5JT

T +44(0)207272 6592
E info@agarchitecture.net
www.agarchitecture.net

No building work is to be carried out on the basis of
this drawing, without the written consent of Amos
Goldreich Architecture.
Print with page scaling set to none.
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Block plan
1:500

The property is not located in a conservation area and the building is not listed.

Supplied by Streetwise Maps Ltd
www.streetwise.net
Licence No: 100047474
17:15:57 24/07/2017

Neighbouring properties have been extended in different ways, some of them have received

31 Almington Road,
N4.
permission
for a similar side extension as the one we are proposing in terms of overall volume,

i.e 22 Almington road, P2015/5167/FUL. Also, applications on 13 Marriott Road, Application

Design and access
statement.
P2013/3490/FUL
and 21 Marriott Road, Application P2012/0299/FUL are relevant too.
2.8.2017

Scale and appearance.

Following the confirmation of the final design by Michael
and Sarah, a householder planning application was
submitted to Islington Council. Following the 8 week
statutory consultation period, the project was granted full
planning permission.
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following list of third party were also appointed to act as
consultants to enable building works to start;
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6. Interior and Detail Design
Duration: 4-6 weeks

At Almington Street, contrasting materials were selected
to create a dialogue between the new elements of the
extension and draw on the period features of the existing
house which was a important design concept for Michael
and Sarah
This included formica fronted kitchen cabinets in the bold
denim blue colour, with contrasting coral splashback, preweathered tiled floor planks, strucutral engineered oak
beams and columns.
Externally, reclaimed London stock bricks we reused
from the demolition of the existing house, and powder
coated steel was used to clad the projecting bay window
which would act as a robust weather proofing and also
compliment the new glazed rear doors. Oak panels clad
the bay window internally, tying it to the rest of the grounf
floor extension and creatig a niche to sit at and watch the
garden.
The period hose was also given a energy upgrade
throughout, this included new energy efficient features
such as LED lighting, new smart boiler, upgarded
plumbing, underfloor heating, solar insulated glass
throughout, new insulation to the kitchen roof and
external walls as well as new double glazing being
installed to the front elevation windows. These upgrades
help the family to conserve energy and reduce their
carbon footprint.
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Drainage pipe to manhole

All dimensions to be checked on site and any
discrepencies are to be raised
with the drawing issuer for clarification. Dimensions
are not to be scaled from this drawing. The
iformation shown on this drawing is subject to
measured surveys and structural engineer's
designs.

Weak mix concrete fill min 215mm below
lowest DPC level.
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50x225mm laminated oak timber joists with
non-structural laminated oak vertical elements.

1st folding sliding doors fixed double glazed rooflight on
insulated upstands.

Instalation according to Rheinzink recommendations to
Rheinzink approved contractor’s design.
0.7mm Rheinzink protect graphite grey with standing
seam on warm roof with:
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description
location

Breather membrane (as per Rheinzink specification) on
18 WBP plywood fixed through PIR insulation to joist to
S.E specification.

status

Tender

120mm Kingspan k107 kooltherm for pitched roof
insulation with vapour barrier on the warm side on 18mm
WBP plywood.
Internal side of plywood to be cladded with oak veneer
on to match exposed roof rafters
finish

rev.

100 mm solid reclaimed London stock brick wall to S.E
design.
100mm cavity, 90 mm Kingspan K106 Cavity insulation
with vapour barrier on the warmer side. 10mm cavity.
100mm inner leaf concrete blocks.
Wall ties as per S.E specification.

Moment frame soffit
101.67m
203 UC Moment frame and catnic lintel as per S.E design.

10mm blueprint porcelain tiles laid onto 70mm bonded
screed
15 mm perimeter insulation.
Separating layer
Hot water UFH system to contractor design
70mm Kingspan rigid insulation
150mm thick RC Structural slab with A393 mesh built on
50mm binding and min. 150mm well compacted type 2
hardcore.

Upon review of our analysis Michael and Sarah opted
to proceed with Sygnet Style, once the final price was
agreed, the contract was prepared and signed, and a start
date agreed.

Double glazed soft coated clear glass pane, argon gas
filled cavity, warm edge spacer baar with toughened to
give a uValue of 1.

Top of substructure
18mm laminated board with oak veneer on it.
100x50x10 PFC substructure for picture window as per
S.E specifications.
PFC soffit 99.97m

NOTES:

Instalation according to Rheinzink
recommendations to Rheinzink
approved contractor’s design.
0.7mm Rheinzink protect graphite grey
with standing seam on warm roof with:

Ground level 99.54m

This drawing is issued for information only.

Breather membrane (as per Rheinzink
specification) on 18 WBP plywood fixed
through PIR insulation to joist to S.E
specification.

RWP as per MC specifications
embedded in cavity wall

120mm Kingspan K107 Koolterm
insulation with vapour barrier on the
warm side on 18mm WBP plywood.

83

203 UC moment frame as per S.E
specification. Catnic lintel supports outer
brick leaf as per S.E specification.
Please note lintel heigh is the same for
both picture window and sliding doors.
0.7mm Rheinzink protected graphite
grey
18 WBP board
45 mm celotex FR 4000 insulation or
similar
Vapour control Layer
13mm white plasterboard finish.

Weak mix concrete fill min 215mm below lowest DPC
level.

All dimensions to be checked on site and any
discrepencies are to be raised
with the drawing issuer for clarification. Dimensions
are not to be scaled from this drawing. The
iformation shown on this drawing is subject to
measured surveys and structural engineer's
designs.
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No building work is to be carried out on the basis of
this drawing, without the written consent of Amos
Goldreich Architecture.
100x50x10 PFC to frame glazing toes in.
Please see S.E specification and
drawings for more
details

Longitudinal section through site extension
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100 mm solid reclaimed London stock
brick wall to S.E design.
100mm Cavity, 70 mm Kingspan k106
rigid insulation tighted to internal leaf
and with vapour barrier on the warmer
side.
100mm concrete blocks
2x 12.5mm plasterboards skimmed and
painted
Wall ties as per S.E specification.
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203 UC moment frame as per S.E
specification. Catnic lintel supports outer
brick leaf as per S.E specification.
Please note lintel heigh is the same for
both picture window and sliding doors.

NOTES:
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This drawing is issued for information only.
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All dimensions to be checked on site and any
discrepencies are to be raised
with the drawing issuer for clarification. Dimensions
are not to be scaled from this drawing. The
iformation shown on this drawing is subject to
measured surveys and structural engineer's
designs.

12mm board finished on oak veneer to
match exposed roof rafters

Shadow gap 10mm

No building work is to be carried out on the basis of
this drawing, without the written consent of Amos
Goldreich Architecture.
Print with page scaling set to none.
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100x50x10 PFC to frame glazing toes in

2015

Brick facade
to match
existing

1315

2163

1763

100x50x10 PFC as per S.E details.

2699

3360

12mm board finished on oak veneer to
match exposed roof rafters

W-02

18mm WBP plywood fixed onto SHS

W-01

100x50x10 PFC to frame glazing toes in

Sealed

1

Existing rear elevation
Scale: 1:50

2

Proposed rear elevation
Scale: 1:50

100 mm solid reclaimed London stock
brick wall to S.E design.
100mm Cavity, 70 mm Kingspan K106
rigid insulation tighted to internal leaf
and with vapour barrier on the warmer
side.
100mm concrete blocks
2x 12.5mm plasterboards skimmed and
painted
Wall ties as per S.E specification.

MDF skirting board white spray painted
flush with wall

DPM lapped and bonded to DPC
according to manufacture’s specification.

Frost proof bricks to be used below
ground level where not visible

Standing seam
roof

project
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Vertical section through picture window
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Detailed Case Study: Almington Street

8. On Site Project Management
Duration: 20-22 weeks

The project started on site in January in 2018 and was
complete in May 2018. Michael and Sarah lived out of the
house for the duration of the works.
As with all projects, and inparticular when working with
period properties, unforeseen issues arise on site once
the opening works started.
This included extensive damp uncvoered behind the
existing kitchen cabinets, non-standard structural
solution carried out by the previous occupier and below
standard existing drainage network which needed to be
replaced.
As the works noted above were additional the original
contract, these were covered by a variation to the works.
Any additions are also agreed first between the contractor
and the client and administrated by AGA.
We used a standard JCT contract to define the scope
of works for the contractor and outline the roles and
reponsilibites of the client.
The JCT contract covers both parties, and includes
mechanisms to resolve disputes, extensions of time or
variations to the contracted works.

Detailed Case Study: Almington Street
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9. Aftercare
Duration: 6 months

We visited Michael and Sarah six months after the
keys were handed back. They commented that
the new space, new kitchen, connection to the
living room and the connection to the garden had
completely changed they used their house.
During this meeting, we also assessed the condition
of the property. It’s common for minor moment to
occur over the first few months after construction
has taken place. Michael and Sarah had also
experienced problems with their kitchen extractor
since construction had finished. A snagging list was
drawn up and submitted to the main contractor.
Over a one week period, the contractor returned to
make good these minor issues.

Detailed Case Study: Almington Street
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10. The Outcome

“We had a great time working with Amos and are really
delighted with the result. A great experience throughout,
from collaboratively working on design concepts, to
helping us find contractors, to project management.
Our new extension has completely transformed our home
and we’re enjoying living in it.”
- Michael, Client.
The project was longlisted for:
-

Before

After

Before

After

NLA Dont Move Improve 2019

The project has been featured in the following
publications:
-

Architects Journal
The Sunday Times
Grand Designs Magazine
Dwell Magazine
Living Etc.
Design Crucial
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